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Under the first Bass stable range condition on a commutative ring A = 2A, Costa and Keller 
have described all normal subgroups of SLzA = EzA. We generalize this description, dropping 
the commutativity assumption. Our answer involves quasi-ideals of A rather than ideals (for all 
commutative rings A = 2A, every quasi-ideal is an ideal). 
0. Introduction 
For an associative ring A with 1, Bass [3, §4] writes “n = 1 defines a stable range 
for GL(A)” if for all r> 1, 
(1) given al,a2,...,a,EA such that Au, +Aa,+ ... +Aa,=A there are 
b,,&, . . . . b,_,EA such that A(al+b,a,)+...+A(a,~,+b,~,a,)=A. 
By [33], condition (1) with r = 2, which we write as sr(A) 5 1, implies (1) for all 
r> 1. A result of Kaplansky [38] says that under the condition sr(A) I 1 every one- 
sided unit in A is a (two-sided) unit. See [3,4,11,33,38,39] for examples of rings A 
with sr(A) 5 1. In particular, by [3], sr(A) I 1 for any semilocal ring A, i.e., when 
A/rad(A) is the product of matrix rings over division rings, where rad means the 
Jacobson radical. 
For any associative ring A with 1 and a natural number n, let GL,A be the group 
of all invertible n by n matrices over A and E,,A the subgroup generated by all 
elementary matrices aij, where acA and 1 li#j<n. For various classes of rings 
including all rings A with sr(A)s 1 (see [3]), all commutative rings A (see [34]), all 
Banach algebras A with 1 (see [36]), and all von Neumann regular rings A with 1 
(see [35]), one has a complete description of all subgroups H of GL,A which are 
normalized by E,,A, provided that n 2 3. Namely, for any subgroup H of GL,A : 
(2) If E,(A, B)C HC G,(A,B) for an ideal B of A, then E,(A, B) = [E,B, E,A] = 
[H, E,A] = [G,(A, B), EnA]. In particular, H is normalized by E,A. 
(3) If H is normalized by E,,A, then E,(A, B)C HC G,(A, B) for a unique ideal 
BofA. 
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Here we use the following notation: G,(A,B) is the inverse image of the center 
of GL,(A/B) under the canonical homomorphism GL,A -+ GL,(A/B) (if n22, 
then for an arbitrary ideal B of a ring A, the group G,(A,B) consists of all 
matrices in GL,A whose reductions modulo B are scalars over the center of A/B). 
For any subset B of A, let E,B be the subgroup of E,A generated by all elementary 
matrices over B, E,,(A,B) is the normal subgroup of E,A generated by E,,B (if 
n I 3, then for an arbitrary ideal B of a ring A, the group E,(A, B) is generated by 
elements of the form &‘b’j(-a)j,‘, where aeA, beB, and lli#jln). 
Note that there is no chance to extend the above results (2), (3) with n 2 3 to an 
arbitrary associative ring A with 1, see [9]. Also even for a local ring A (i.e., 
A/rad(A) is a division ring) a subgroup H of GL,A may exist [40] which is not 
normal although E,(A, B) C HC G,(A, B) for an ideal B of A. 
On the other hand, the uniqueness in (3) above holds trivially for an arbitrary ring 
A, because (x E A: x192 E H} = B whenever His as in (2) with n 2 2. Also [EnA, E,B] = 
E,(A, B) for n 2 3 without any restrictions on A and B. 
When sr(A)I 1, more is known about the structure of GL,A. By [3], 
[&A, E,B] = [EnA, G,(A, B)] = [GL,A, GL,B] = &(A, B) 
for any ideal B of A and any n 2 3, where the principal congruence subgroup GL,B 
is defined as the kernel of the homomorphism GL,A +GL,(A/B). (In general, 
[GL,A, G,(A, B)] #E,, (A, B) even for local rings A.) Moreover, G,(A, B)/GL,B= 
GI(A, B)/GL, B for n 2 1, hence this group does not depend on n, and it is an 
abelian group isomorphic to the group of units of the center of the ring A/B. 
The group GL,B/E,(A, B) = K, (A, B) = GL, B/W(A, B) is also an abelian group 
which does not depend on n for ~22, where W(A, B) is the subgroup of GL,A 
generated by the elements of the form (a + c + abc)(a + c + &a))’ with a E B, b E A, 
CE 1 + B (see [16,21]). So the group G,(A, B)/E,(A, B) which classifies all sub- 
groups H of GL,A normalized by E,,A and with the same ‘level’ B, is two-step 
nilpotent. When A is commutative, E,(A,B)=SL,B for all ideals B of A, 
G,(A,B)/GL,B=G1(A,B)/GL,B=GL,(A/B), and GL,B/E,(A,B)=K,(A,B)= 
GL,B. 
When n=2, statements (2) and (3) are not true and so the structure of E,A 
becomes intractable even for rings A like the integers Z, see [8,17,25-301. Since 
there are non-standard normal subgroups of E,A whenever A is a field of 2 or 3 
elements (see [7]), the same is true for any ring A which has a residue field of 2 or 
3 elements. 
However, when sr(A)i 1, by [3] (see also Theorem 5(c) below), the following 
version of (2) is true: 
(4) If E,(A, B)C HC G2(A, B) for an ideal B of A, then 
tff,E,Al c [G(A,B),E,Al cE,(AB). 
In particular, H is normalized by E,A. 
It is harder to find and prove a correct version of (3). First of all, one has to 
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replace the ideal B in (3) by a more general object, introduced by Abe in [l] for com- 
mutative local rings A and then introduced in [37] for an arbitrary A. Following [37, 
Section 41, a quasi-idea/ Y of a ring A is defined as an additive subgroup of A such 
that aya, yay E Y for all aeA and ye Y. 
If A is either commutative and 2A =A or von Neumann regular, then every quasi- 
ideal is an ideal. This explains why quasi-ideals do not appear in [5], where it is 
proved that if A = 2A is commutative with sr(A) I 1, then a subgroup H of SL,A = 
I$4 is normal if and only if [&A, &(A, B)] c HC G,(A, B) for an ideal B of A (see 
[5, Theorem 6.111). Note that our [E+l,E,(A,B)] and G*(A,B) are denoted in [5] 
by H(B) and L(2,A; B) respectively. 
To extend this result to non-commutative rings (see Theorem 7 below), we have 
to introduce a group for a quasi-ideal Y generalizing the group G,(A, B) defined 
above for an ideal B. There are a few ways to do this. 
Let C,(A, Y) denote the set of all g in GL2A such that [g,E,A] cZ$(A, Y). 
Clearly, &(A, B)C G*(A, B) for any ring A and any ideal B of A; the equality, 
C,(A, B) = G,(A, B) is equivalent to the inclusion [&A, G,(A, B)] cE,(A, B). The 
equality &(A, B) = G,(A, B) for any ideal B under the condition sr(A)< 1 is con- 
tained as part (c) in the next theorem. 
This theorem gives also more information about the structure of &(A, Y) and 
C,(A, Y) for rings A with sr(A)% 1 and quasi-ideals Y of A. Part (b) generalizes to 
quasi-ideals a result of [16] describing the kernel of the Whitehead determinant 
GL,B+K,(A, B) for ideals B (the case B=A had been done in [21]). 
Theorem 5. Let A be an associative ring with sr(A)I 1. Then for any quasi-ideal 
YofA: 
(a) the group E,(A, Y) is generated by elements of the forms a1~zy231(-a)132 and 
a2Jy’,2(_a)2,’ with aeA and yEY; 
(b) the group E,(A, Y) consists of all elements of the form ~‘,~y~,‘z’,~d, where 
x, y, z E Y and d is a diagonal matrix which is a product of diagonal matrices of the 
form 
diag(a + c + abc, (a + c + cba))‘) 
with a,b,cEA, a+c+cbaEGL’A andeithera-1, cEYora, c-IEY. 
(c) When Y is an ideal of A, C,(A, Y) = G2(A, Y) and this group consists of all 
elements of the form ~‘~~y’~‘z’~~d with x, y, z E Y and a diagonal matrix d = 
diag(u, u) with u, v EGL’A such that v-‘au-a, uav-’ -a~ Y for all aEA. 
Under the additional condition 2A =A, we prove the second conclusion in 
Theorem .5(c) for any quasi-ideal Y of A: 
Theorem 6. Let A be an associative ring with 1 such that sr(A) I 1 and 2A = A. 
Then, for any quasi-ideal Y of A, the group C,(A, Y) consists of all elements of the 
form ~‘~~y~~‘z’~~d with x, y, ZE Y and a diagonal matrix d = diag(u, v) with 
u,vEGL,A such that v’au-a, uav-‘-aEYfor allaeA. 
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Now we state our main result on normal subgroups of &A which is contained 
in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 below. 
Theorem 7. Let A be an associative ring with 1 such that 2A =A and sr(A)I 1. 
Then a subgroup H of E,A is normal if and only if [E,A, E,(A, Y)] C HC C,(A, Y) 
for a quasi-ideal Y of A. 
Note that the conclusion of this theorem holds also for an arbitrary von Neumann 
regular ring A with 1 (see [23]). In this case every quasi-ideal is an ideal. In the case 
of a commutative von Neumann regular ring A, which was dealt with in [5], 
sr(A) I 1 [lo], but this is not true in general [22]. 
A similar conclusion holds for a wide class of rings A containing all Banach 
algebras (see [23]; in this case [E,A, E,(A, B)] = E,(A,B), but sr(A) could be 
arbitrary, and quasi-ideals need not be ideals). 
Finally, note that there are many publications on the structure of GLzA for local 
and semilocal rings A (see, for example, [l, 2, 6, 12-15, 18, 20, 24, 311). The case 
of commutative A = 2A with sr(A) 5 1 was studied in [19, 32, 411. 
1. Proof of Theorem 5 
If B is an ideal of A, we write sr(B) I 1 for the following condition: if a E 1 + B, 
beA, andAa+Ab=A, then there is ceA such that A(a+cb)=A. In fact [33,38], 
this is a condition on the ring B only. The condition sr(B) I 1 implies that sr(B’) I 1 
for any one-sided ideal B’ of B [38, Theorem 3.6(g)]. In particular, the condition 
sr(A)< 1 implies that sr(B)< 1 for all ideals B of A. Note also that under the condi- 
tion sr(B)r 1 all one-sided units in 1 + B are units (see [38, Theorem 3.91, in the case 
B=A this is a result of Kaplansky). 
For the rest of this section, Y is a quasi-ideal of A and Y’ is the ideal of A 
generated by Y. 
Lemma 1.1. (a) ay+yaEYforalI aeA, FEY, hence Y’=YA=AY. 
(b) If B is the ideal of A generated by all additive commutators, then 
BYA+AYBcY. 
(c) If UE GL,A and y E Y, then the following 3 conditions are equivalent: 
ayEY; yaEY; YK’EY. 
(d) AyAyA C Y for any y E Y’. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are contained in [37, Lemma 4.11. 
(c) By (a), ay+ ya E Y. Observe also that ay = a( yC’)a. 
(d) Assume first that y E Y. By (a), y( ya) + (ya)y E Y for all a E A. Since yay E Y 
we see that y2Ac Y. Also b(y2a) + (y2a)b E Y for all a, b E A. So Ay2AC Y. 
Therefore, by part (b), it follows easily that AyAyAC Y. 
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Let now ye Y’. By (a), we can write y=Cr=, a;yi with ai~A, yje Y. Then 
n 
U_YbJ’C = C 
i=l 
UU; _Yi bUi _I’; C + C (UU~ Yi baj yj + au, yi baj yi ) c 
i#j 
E CAyiAyjA+BYA+AYB 
for any a, 6, c EA. Now the result follows from the previous paragraph and parts 
(a) and (b). 0 
Lemma 1.2. Assume that sr(Y’)r 1. Then for any aE 1 + Y’ and b E A such that 
Aa+Ab=A there isyEYsuch that a+ybEGL,A. 
Proof. Set y’= a - 1 E Y’. Find a’, b’EA such that a’(1 +y’) + b’b = 1. Then 
a”(l+y’)+b’by’2=1,wherea”=a’+b’b-b’by’EA. Sincesr(Y’)rl, thereisceA 
such that 1 +~‘+cb’by’~eGL,A. By [33], it follows that 1 +~‘+y’~cb’b=a+yb~ 
GL,A, where y =y’2cb’. Since Y’E Y’, we have y E Y’~A c Y (see Lemma 1.1(d)). 
The lemma is proved. q 
Denote by H the subgroup of E2A generated by elements of the forms 
al’2y2J(_a)l’2 and a2~lyl~2(-a)2>l with a E A and y E Y (the conclusion of Theorem 
5(a) says that H= E,(A, Y)). It is clear that E2YcH (we can take a=O). 
Denote by H’ the subgroup of E2A generated by its subgroup E2Y together with 
diagonal matrices diag(1 + ay, (1 +ya)-‘) and diag(1 +ya, (1 + ay)-‘) with a E A, 
KEY, and l+aygGL,A (then ~+~~EGL~A by [33]). 
Lemma 1.3. H’c H. If sr(Y’) 5 1, then H’= H. 
Proof. First, using Lemma 1.1(c), 
diag(1 + ay, (1 +ya)-‘) 
and 
= (-y(1 +ay)-1)2g1(a1’2y271(-a)1v2)((l +ay)p’aya)122EH 
diag(1 +ya,(l +ay)-‘) 
= (aya(1 -ya)~1)2’1((-a)2~1y1~2a2~1)(-(1 +ya)p1y)1,2 E H 
whenever aEA, YE Y, and 1 +ayEGL,A. So H’CH. 
Now we assume that sr(Y’)r 1, and we have to prove that a1s2y2,1(-a)1*2 and 
a2s1y1,2(-a)2*’ E H’ for all a E A and y E Y. By Lemma 1.2, we can find z E Y such 
that a= 1 +ay+zy~GL~A. Set y’=y~‘~ Y and ~‘=a-‘(z(1 -ya)-aya). Clearly, 
ycx E Y. By Lemma 1.1(c), y’ E Y. Since 
az’cr = (z( 1 - ya) - aya)( 1 + ay + zy) E z + z(ay - ya) - aya + AyAy + z2A, 
by Lemma l.l(c,d), CXZ’(XE Y, hence Z’E Y. 
Then a1,2y2,1(_a)1.2- -(-z)1*2y’2~1diag(l+(a+z)y,(1 +y(a+z))p’)z’1’2EH’. 
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Similarly, &1y’S2(-a)2,’ EH’. Thus, HcH’, hence H=H’. The lemma is 
proved. 0 
Theorem 1.4. If sr(Y’)I 1, then H=E,(A, Y), i.e., the conclusion of Theorem 
5(a) holds. 
Proof. We have to prove that H=E,(A, Y), i.e., that His normalized by E,A. By 
Lemma 1.3, it suffices to show that H’ is normalized by E,A, i.e., the conjugates 
of the generators diag(1 + ay, (1 +~a))‘) and diag(1 +ya, (1 + a~))‘) by elementary 
matrices from E2A stay in H’. But this is very easy to check, using that 
ayb + bya = (a + b)y(a + b) - aya - byb E Y for all a, b E A and y E Y. Theorem 1.4 is 
proved. 0 
Lemma 1.5. Zf cr=a+c+&c~GL,A for some a,b,cEA, then p=a+c+cbaE 
GL,A with /J-l= -b+(l+bc)cx-‘(l-tab). Furthermore, 
diag(cx,P-‘) = (-a)172(-b)2~1(-c)1~2(~~‘(1 +ab))231(-p(l + bc))1’26, 
where 6 = 1’,2(- 1)2S’1’S2. 





0 I a . 
On the other hand, 
(-a-‘(1 +ab)) 2,1c1,2b2,‘a’,2~p1 = P * 
i 1. * * 
Therefore, BP1 = -b+(l + bc)cx-‘(1 +ab). But then 
~(-a)1~2(-b)2~1(-c)1~2(a-‘(l +ab))231(-p(l + bc))1,2 = diag(P-‘,a), 
from which the second conclusion of the lemma is immediate. q 
We set 6= 1’,2(-1)2,111,2. 
Lemma 1.6. Zf sr(Y’) 5 1, then for any x, y E Y there are u, o, w E Y such that x221y132= 
(-~-l)‘,~(u+ 1)2,1(-~-l)1,2diag(y+(u+ l)(l +xy), (y+(l +yx)(u+ l))-‘)S. 
Proof. Note that A(y+ 1 +xy)+A(l +xy)=A and y+xy~ Y’. By Lemma 1.2 we 
findu~Ysuchthata=y+1+xy+u(1+xy)~GL1A.Nowwesetu=(1+xy)a~‘-1. 
It follows easily from Lemma 1.1 that u E Y. Then 
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where y=x-(1 +xy)a-‘(1 +(u+ 1)x). By Lemma 1.5 with a= 1 +u, b=x, c=y, 
we see that y= -p-l with P=y+(l +yx)(u+ 1). 
Finally, we set w = (1 + (U + 1)x)/3 - 1 E Y. Now 
(w+ l)‘J-u - 1)2J(u+ l)‘JxqJJ 
= [; :‘I = [: -e] [-: :] 
= diag(cx, -y)6 = diag(a, p-l)&. 0 
Lemma 1.7. For any u’, v‘, W’E 1 + Y there are x’, y’, Z’E Y such that 
(_,,)1,2”/2.1(_wl)l,2 
= ~-lx12,1y~1,2z!2,1 diag((w’+ (1 - w’u’)u”)-l, w’+ ~“(1 - o’w’)), 
where u”=u’-X’E 1+ Y. 
Proof. Observe that 
8(-u’)‘,2u’2,‘(-w’)l,2 = U,“y’_ 1 U,+1w;“;7,.w, . 
[ I 
By Lemma 1.2, there is X’E Y such that 
a = u’+ w’-u’u’w’-~‘(1 -v’w’) = w’+u”(l -u’w’)EGL,A. 
Set y’=(l - u’w’)a-’ E Y. Then 
where /I= w’+(l- w’u’)u” (see Lemma 1.5). 
Set now z’=(u”u’- 1)/3~ Y. Then 
Theorem 1.8. Let sr(Y’)Il. Then E2(A,Y)=Y132Y2’1Y1’2D, where D is the 
subgroup of GL,A generated by all diagonal matrices of the form diag(a + c + abc, 
(a+c+cba)-‘), where a,b,cEA, a+c+cbaEGL,A and either a- 1, CE Y or a, 
c-1EY. 
Proof. First of all, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.5 show that any diagonal matrix of the above 
diagonal form, 
diag(a,P-I) = diag(a+c+abc,(a+c+cba)-‘), 
belongs to E,(A, Y). Thus, DCE,(A, Y), hence X= Y’,2Y2,1Y1,2D~E2(A, Y). 
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Let us prove now that ,!$(A, Y)c Y ‘,‘Y 2*’ Y Is20 =X. Observe that D normalizes 
both Y1,2 and Y2,‘, hence DXcX and X(Y’**)cX. Clearly, Y1,2XcX. By 
Lemma 1.3, X generates the group E,(A, Y). So it remains to show that 
Y2”XCX. 
SinceXDcXand X(Y’,*)cX, it suffices to show that Y2,1Y1,2Y2,1~X. So we 
take an arbitrary matrix h =~~,‘y’,~z~,’ E Y 2-l Y ‘,*Y *,l, where x, y, z E Y, and we 
want to prove that h EX. 
By Lemma 1.6, x2,1y1,2 = (-U- l)ls2(u+ 1)2,1(-w- 1)ls2dS with BED. So h= 
x2, lyl, 2z2, 1 = (-u - l)‘,‘(u + 1)2,1(-w-y” - l)‘,*& for some yNE Y. 
By Lemma 1.7, (-U- 1)‘P2(u+ 1)2’1(-w-y”- 1)‘,2=~~1~‘2,1y’1,2z’2,1dr with 
x’,y’,z’~ Yand d/ED. So h=x2’1y’,2z2s1 =(-x’)1,2(-y’)2,1(-z1)‘~28p1d’dScXDcX, 
because 6 normalizes D. Theorem 1.8 is proved. q 
Now we can complete our proof of Theorem 5. Since the condition sr(A) I 1 im- 
plies that sr(Y’)< 1, Theorem 1.4 contains Theorem 5(a). 
Theorem 1.8 contains Theorem 5(b), because the matrix diag(1 + a’y, (1 +~a’)-‘) 
(respectively, diag(1 +~a’,(1 +a’~))‘)) with u’EA, YE Y, and 1 +a’yeGLIA can 
be written as diag(a + c + abc, (a + c + &a))‘) with a E 1 + Y, b E A, c E Y (respective- 
ly, CE l+Y, beA, KEY), and a+c+cba~GL~A. Namely, we can take CI= 1, 
c=y, b=a’- 1 (respectively, c= 1, a=y, b=a’- 1). 
Let us prove now Theorem 5(c). First of all, C,(A, Y)CG2(A, Y) without any 
conditions on A and ideal Y= Y’. This is because (passing to the factor ring A/Y) 
in the group GL2A for any ring A, only scalar matrices over the center commute 
with all elementary matrices over A. 
Assume now that sr(A)< 1. Then [9] any matrix h in G,(A, Y) has the form 
~‘~~y*~‘z’~~d with x,y,z E Y and a diagonal matrix d= diag(u, U) whose reduc- 
tion modulo Y is a scalar matrix over the center of A/Y. (Indeed, since Ah,,, + 
(h-1)l,2h2,1=A, there is SEA such that u=h,,, +a(h-‘),,2h2,1eGLIA. We set x= 
-a(hp’)l,2eY, y=h,,,u-‘EY,....) Since deC2(A,Y) and Y1,2,Y2’1~C2(A,Y), 
we conclude that G,(A, Y)C C,(A, Y). 
2. Proof of Theorem 6 
As usual, the mixed commutator [H,,H,] of two subgroups HlrH2 of a group H 
is defined as the subgroup of H generated by all commutators [h,, h2] = h,h2h,‘h,’ , 
with h, E H and h2 E H2. It is easy to check that [H,, H2] = [H2, H,], and that it is 
normalized by both H1 and Hz. 
For any subgroup H of GL2A we set 
L(H) = {xEA: x*,l EH}. 
It is clear that L(H) is an additive subgroup of A and that L(E,(A, B))= 
L(G,(A,B)) = B for any ideal B of A. 
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Now we assume that H is normalized by E,A. Then E,(A,L(H))c H, because 
x’~~=~(x~~‘)-‘~-‘EH for every x+zL(H), where 6= 11,2(-1)2,111,2~E2A. 
Set 
K= {gEGL2A: [g,E2A]CH}. 
Then HCK, K is normalized by E2A, and [K, E,A] C H. It is also clear that if 
a,bEA and a132b2,1EK, then a1*2,b2’1EK, i.e., a,bEL(K). 
Lemma 2.1. If UD EGL,A and diag(u, 0-l) eE2A, then uyo-yeL(H) for all 
ycL(K) and uL(H)ucL(H). 
Proof. Let MEL, i.e., yls2 E K. Then (uyu -y)lT2 = [diag(u, o-‘),Y’,~] E H, i.e., 
uyo-MEL. Let now yeL(H). Then diag(u, uP1)y1P2diag(u-‘, u)=(uy~)‘~~~H, 
i.e., uyu~L(H). The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let g =x1*2diag(u, u)y2,’ EK and u,u similar in GL,A. Then xlT2, 
diag(u, u), y2,’ E K. 
Proof. Write u=/3up-‘. Then: 
g, = [(-/pg] =(-p)2Jgp2Jgp' = F 1 +xp -xpx -pxp I-px+pxpx 1 Eff,
g,= (p-1)1~2gl(-_P-1)1~2= (-/?x/3)2,1(-x)1,2E H, hence x192 EK. Similarly, y2*’ E K. 
So diag(u, u) E K. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let g=x1s2diag(u, u)y2,’ E K. Then (x-y)ls2, diag(uu, vu) E K. 
Proof. We have gsgF1=x1P2diag(uu, ~u)(*)~,‘(-y)‘~‘~ K, so (x-y)1,2diag(uu, vu). 
(*)2,1 EK, hence (x-y) , lp2 diag(uu, uu) E K by Lemma 2.2. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Assume that 2A = A. Let g=x1s2diag(u, u)y2,’ E K. Then diag(u, u), 
x~,~,~~,‘EK. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, (x-~)‘!~EK. So gl = y1’2diag(u, u)y2,1 EK. Then 
(-Y)1,2g1Y1,2 = diag(u, ~)y~~‘y~,~ = (*)2,1diag(u, u)Y’,~ E K, hence, using again 
Corollary 2.3, g2 =y’,ldiag(u, u)Y’%~ E K. So 
g, = 11~2[(-uu-1)2,1,g~1](_1)~,2 = 1’~2(_uU-1)2,1(_1)1~~Y2,~y1.2EK, 
hence 
g4 = (-Y)1’2g,Y1T2g;1 = diag(u,~)l’~~(uu~‘- 1)2,1(-1)1,2~K. 
Set L = {g E E2A: [diag(u, o), g] CH}. This is a subgroup of E2A. 
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Since g,EK and 1’,2(o~-’ -1)2,‘(-1)‘,2 commutes with the subgroup 
11~2A2~1(-1)1~2, we obtain that 
i.e., 
[diag(u, u), 1’,2,42,‘(-1)1,2] = [gd, 11’2A2,‘(-1)1v2] Cff, 
1’542,‘(_l)‘JCL. 
Applying this argument to g, =6g-‘6-’ =y’,2diag(u-‘, U-‘)x2,’ E K instead of 
g=x152diag(u, o)y*,‘, we conclude that [diag(u-‘, u-l), 1’,2A2,‘(-1)‘,2] CH. Con- 
jugating this by 6, we obtain that [diag(u-‘, up’), (-1)2,1A’,2125’] Cff, i.e., 
(_1)94’Jl2JCL. 
In particular, ((-1)2~11’~212~1)(1’~2(-1)2~1(-1)’~2)= -(-4 ‘,2~L, hence (-4)lX2e L, 
because diag(- 1, - 1) E L. Since L is normalized by diag(2,1/2) (here we use the con- 
dition 2A =A), we conclude that lls2eL, hence A2,’ CL. 
Similarly, A 1,2~ L. Thus, L =E,A. But then diag(u, U)E K. It follows that 
x’,~,Y’,’ E K. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Set Y= L(K) and let Y’ be the ideal of A generated by Y. Assume that 
sr(Y’)s 1 and 2A =A. Then Y= L(K) is a quasi-ideal. 
Proof. Since 2A =A, it suffices to show (see [37, Lemma 4.11) that aYac Y for all 
aeA, i.e., ayae Y for all aE:A and ye Y=L(K). 
Since sr(Y’)s 1 and A(1 +ya/2)+Aaya/2 =A, there is CEA such that u = 
1 + ya/2 + caya/ E GL,A. It follows [33] that u = 1-t ay/2 + acay/ E GL,A and 
w=l +ay/2+ayac/2EGL’A. 
Note that w2 = 1 + ay + ayad with d E A. The matrix 
h = d2,‘a’v*Y2,‘(_a)‘.2(_d)2,’ = 1 + ay + ayad -aya 1 EK * * 
has the form (*)2,1diag(w2, *)(-x)‘,’ with x= wp2aya. Applying Lemma 2.4 to 
g = h&l, we conclude that x = wm2aya E Y. 
Note that waya=ayau, hence w-‘aya=ayau~’ and wp2aya= w~‘ayaup’ E Y. 
By [33], diag(w, U-‘) = diag(w, u-‘)diag(l, LX-‘) E E2A. By Lemma 2.1, 
w(wplayaupl)u = aya E Y. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let Y be a quasi-ideal of a ring A. Then L(E,(A, Y) = Y= L(C,(A, Y)). 
Proof. See the proof of Proposition 4.2 in [37]. q 
Now we can complete our proof of Theorem 6. We set H=E,(A, Y). Then 
K = C,(A, Y). By Lemma 2.6, Y= L(H) = L(K). It is clear that a diagonal matrix 
d= diag(u, u) with U, u E GL’A is contained in K= C,(A, Y) if and only if 
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u-lau - a, uau-l - a E Y for all a E A. Such matrices d form a subgroup of K. So it 
remains to show that every element h of K= C,(A, Y) can be represented in the 
form ~~,~y~,‘z’,~d with x,y,z~ Y and a diagonal matrix d= diag(u, u) as above. 
Since sr(A) I 1, there is CI’E A such that the second entry of the second row of the 
matrix g = 0’1,2h(-a’)1,2 is a unit of A. So g has the form g=~‘~‘~diag(u,o)y’*,‘. 
By Lemma 2.4, x11X2, Y’~,‘, diag(u, u) E K, hence x’, y’~ Y = L(K) and K’au -a, 
uav -‘-aEY for all aeA. 
Recall that 
= (-,‘)1,2(x’1,2diag(u, ~)y’~*‘)a”‘~ EE,(A, Y)diag(u, u). 
Theorem 5(b) completes our proof. 
3. Proof of Theorem 7 
The following theorem improves the ‘only if’ part of Theorem 7. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be an associative ring with 1 such that 2A = A and sr(A)I 1. 
Let H be a subgroup of GL,A which is normalized by E2A. Then there is a quasi- 
ideal Y of A such that [E,A, E,(A, Y)] c HC C,(A, Y). Such a quasi-ideal Y is 
unique. 
Proof. Define K and Y= L(K) as in Section 2 above. By Lemma 2.5, Y is a quasi- 
ideal of A. Since E2Y C K, [E,A, E,(A, Y)] = [E2A, E2 Y] C H. So we have only the 
inclusion HcC,(A, Y) left to prove. We will prove that KcC,(A, Y). 
To do this, we repeat an argument from the proof of Theorem 6. Let h E K. Since 
sr(A) I 1, there is a’E A such that the second entry of the second row of the matrix 
g=a ‘1,2h(-a’)1,2 is a unit of A. So g has the form g=x’1,2diag(u, t~)y’~,l. By Lem- 
ma 2.4, x’, y’, diag(u, o) E K, hence x’, y’~ Y= L(K) and uP1au -a, uau-’ -a E Y for 
all aeA. 
Thus, ge C,(A, Y), hence h E C,(A, Y). 
To see that Y is unique, observe that Y= {aeA: als2a2” EH}. 0 
The following theorem improves the ‘if’ part of Theorem 7. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A be an associative ring with 1 such that 2A = A and sr(A) 5 1. 
Let Y be a quasi-ideal of A. Then [E,A, E2Y] = [E2A, C,(A, Y) fl E,A]. 
Proof. Since E,Y C &(A, Y) nE,A, we have to prove only the inclusion 
[E,A,C,(A,Y)nE2AlC[E,A,E,Yl. 
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Theorem 6 reduces us to the following statement: if diag(u, u) E &(A, Y) tl E,A, 
then 
]diag(u, u), &Al C L%4, -f% Yl. 
We will prove a more general statement: 
Proposition 3.3. For any associative ring A with 1, any quasi-ideal Y, and any 
U, u E GL’A such that diag(u, u) E &(A, Y) fl E,A, we have [diag(u, u), E,(A, 2A)] C 
FWLE~YI. 
Proof. It suffices to show that (2(uau-I -a))‘,’ = [diag(u, u), (2~)‘~‘] E [E,A, E2Y] 
for all aEA. 
For any UE A, we have (uau-’ -a)2s’ = [diag(u, u), a2,‘] E E,(A, Y) and 
(u-‘au - a)231 = [diag(o-‘, u), a2,‘] E E,(A, Y). 
By Lemma 2.6, 
(3.4) uau-’ -a,K’au-aE Y for any SEA. 
Since diag(u, u) E E,A, (3.4) and Lemma 1.3 give that 
(3.5) u(u-‘au - a)u-’ -(U-‘au-a)EL([E2A,EzY]). 
On the other hand, diag(uo, uu) = [diag(u, u), 61 E E,(A, Y), hence 
[diag(uu, uu), a’s2] = (uuaup’up’ - a) ‘,26 [E2A,E2Y], 
i.e., 2maK’ 0-l -a E L([E,A, E2Y]). Since diag(u, u) E E,A, Lemma 1.3 gives that 
(3.6) u-‘(uuau-‘u-’ - a)u = uau-’ -u-‘auEL([E,A,E,Y]) for every aeA. 
By (3.4) with a= 1, LIZ.-’ - 1, UU-’ - 1 E Y. So 
diag(uK’, UUP) = (UK’ - 1)‘,212+u-’ - 1)1,2(-u~P’)2,’ E E,(A, Y). 
Therefore, 
[diag(uu -l, uu-‘), a’,2] = (uK1auup’ - a)1,2 E [E,A, E,Y], 
hence 
(3.7) uU-‘auz.-’ -aeL([E,A,E,Y]). 
Finally, we have the following congruences modulo L([E,A,E,Y]) in the 
additive group of A: 
2(uaup1 -a) = a+ uu-‘auup’ - 2uau-’ (by (3.7)) 
= a+ uK1auuml - uau-’ - u-‘au (by (3.6)) 
= 0 (by (3.5)). 
This completes the proof. 0 
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